CLASS OF 2001

Of the most recent (traditional undergraduate) graduating class, a total of 99% are employed, full
time volunteers or involved in post-graduate education, within six months of graduation. The
comparable percentage for the Class of 2000 was 98%.

20% are in graduate school or post graduate education (18% in '00)
72% are employed (74% in '00)**
7% are full time volunteers (5% in '00)
99%

**Of those employed, 74% are working in a field directly related to their major (75% in '00)

Some of the graduate schools attended by the Class of 2001

- Eastern University
- University of Pennsylvania
- University of Nebraska
- University of Maryland
- Eastern Baptist Seminary
- Hofstra University
- Baylor University

Some volunteering by the Class of 2001

- Americorp
- Mennonite Central Committee
- Peace Corp. among other organizations, working from China and Honduras to
  Washington DC.